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This is work by:!
!
Altug Aksoy, David Dowell: Convective-scale EnKF with single radar"
"
Glen Romine:  EnKF with multiple radars, experiments in real-time mesoscale DA"
"
So-Young Ha: Assimilation of surface observations"
"
So-Young Ha, Judith Berner: "Representing model error in mesocale ensemble DA"
"



Overview of Research"

Goal is short-range (1-6 h) numerical forecasts of convective storms"
"
Key issues:"
"
1.  Assimilation of Doppler-radar observation at O(1 km) resolution"

2.  Ensemble/probabilistic forecasts"
–  for convective scale, 90-min forecast is �medium range�"

3.  Analyses of mesoscale environment"
–  local sounding, surface boundaries, etc."

4.  Improving forecast models"

5.  Accounting for model error in probabilistic forecasts"



The Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF)"

Basics of the EnKF*"
–  Estimate covariances at each analysis time from ensemble of short-range forecasts"

"
Attractions for convective-scale applications"

–  Minimal assumptions about covariances; does not rely on large-scale balances"
–  Flexible to details of model, such as complex microphysical schemes"
–  Ease of implementation and parallelization"
"
"
"
"

"



The Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF)"

Basics of the EnKF*"
–  Estimate covariances at each analysis time from ensemble of short-range forecasts"

"
Attractions for convective-scale applications"

–  Minimal assumptions about covariances; does not rely on large-scale balances"
–  Flexible to details of model, such as complex microphysical schemes, and to choice 

of state variables"
–  Ease of implementation"
"
"
"

"
*Here “EnKF” refers to any linear assimilation scheme that employs sample covariances, 
regardless of the solution method."



How the EnKF works"

Suppose we wish to assimilate an observation of vr"
Consider how assimilation affects a model variable, say w."
"
Begin with:"

–  ensemble of short-range forecasts (of model variables)"
–  Observed value of vr"



How the EnKF works (cont.)"

1. Compute vr for each ensemble member"
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How the EnKF works (cont.)"

1. Compute vr for each ensemble member"
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How the EnKF works (cont.)"

2. Compute sample estimates of cov(w, vr), var(vr).  Gives slope of best-fit 
line that relates vr and w"
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How the EnKF works (cont.)"

3. Consistent with KF equations, analysis moves toward observed value 
of vr (depending on obs-error variance) and along best-fit line"

"
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How the EnKF works (cont.)"

3. Analysis moves toward observed value of vr and along best-fit line"
"… have gained information about unobserved variable, w"

"
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How the EnKF works (cont.)"

4. Update deviation of each ensemble member about the mean as well, 
again consistent with KF update equations."

"
Yields initial conditions for ensemble forecast to time of next observation."



An Assimilation Strategy for Convective Scales"

1.  Require observations that resolve convection temporally and spatially"
2.  Update (very) frequently"

Need to insure that background errors are small"
–  EnKF performs best when error statistics are ~ Gaussian. (Similarly for 4DVar)"
–  Small forecast errors evolve more linearly and their statistics are more Gaussian"
–  Features missing, or displaced substantially, will have error stats far from Gaussian"

"
Dense networks of Doppler radars should provide enough observations"

–  Volume scans every 5 min with O(1 km) spatial resolution"
–  Convective-scale error doubling time ~ 10-30 min, so 2-6 scans per doubling time"
–  Compare to synoptic scale: error doubling time ~ 2-3 d, so 4-6 radiosoundings per    
doubling time"



Tools"

Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF) "
•  Non-hydrostatic, time-split dynamics"
•  http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/"

Data Assimilation Research Testbed (DART) "
•  A general-purpose software facility for ensemble filtering"
•  Development led by J. Anderson, NCAR/IMAGe"
•  http://www.image.ucar.edu/DAReS/DART/"
"

Interfaces for WRF in DART"
•  Model grid to state vector, distances between elements of state vector"
•  Suite of observation operators, including Doppler radar"

�WRF/DART� provides EnKF for WRF "
"



The Simplest Convective-Scale NWP System"

Small domain, resolution O(1 km)"
"
Single Doppler radar"
"
Assume horizontally uniform environment"
"
[Know this should work based on 4DVar results, e.g. Sun (1997).]"
"



Observations"

Single Doppler radar"
–  Radial velocity"
–  Reflectivity"

Distinguish reflectivity > 5 dBZ (precip) from < 5 dBZ (�clear air�)"
–  If obs or forward operator have value less than 5 dBZ, replace with 5 dBZ"
–  Retains info about lack of precip but avoids fitting to noise, insects etc"

2-min assimilation cycle"
–  Each elevation scan objectively analyzed to ~ model grid in horizontal"

"
Velocity unfolding performed within EnKF"
"



Forecast Model"

Configure like idealized cloud model"
–  Open lateral BCs; requires �environmental� profiles of u, v, T and water vapor"
–  Before DA, initial conditions are horizontally uniform environment plus randomly 

located convection"
–  No terrain, no PBL scheme"

Environment represents all scales larger than convection"



EnKF Details"

2-min cycling: Assimilate scans at each elevation angle separately"
"
Account for uncertainty in environmental winds"

–  In forecast step, each member uses perturbed version of sounding for lateral BCs"

Ignore model uncertainty"
"
Other specifics"

–  50 ensemble members"
–  Covariance localization within sphere of radius ~ 4 km"

"



Results"

System is broadly successful:"
–  Analyses capture location and mode of convection"
–  Convection evolves in forecast without apparent shocks or spin up"

"
Forecast skill consistent with predictability expected at convective scales"

–  RMS differences from observations grow on time scale of 10�s of minutes"

"



Obs-Minus-Forecast Statistics (reflectivity)"

RMS: 6-10 dBZ for background forecast; area mean (bias): 3-8 dBZ"

Aksoy et al., 2010: Mon. Wea. Rev."



Obs-Minus-Forecast Statistics (reflectivity)"

RMS: 6-10 dBZ for background forecast; area mean (bias): 3-8 dBZ"

 
 "

 
 "

 Time scale of 10�s of minutes for"
 growth of rms error and bias "

Aksoy et al., 2010: Mon. Wea. Rev."



All members produce too much convection"

30-min Forecast: Multicell Case"

Aksoy et al., 2010: Mon. Wea. Rev."



Nature of Forecast Errors"

Aksoy et al. (2010) find systematic errors in 30-min forecasts in all cases:"
–  Supercell: Cell decays in forecast but not in observations"
–  Convective line: Cells in forecast are systematically too shallow"
–  Multicell:  Forecast produces too many cells, somewhat too intense"

"Potential causes"
–  Errors in environment/larger scales"
–  Errors in forecast model"



Larger Domain, Multiple Radars"

Would like to make longer, more skillful forecasts"
"
Obvious next steps"

–  Full NWP model (PBL, terrain, etc)"
–  Larger domain, including mesoscale variation in environment"
–  Multiple radars"

Try this with WRF/DART"



Larger Domain, Multiple Radars (cont.)"

•  15-km domain"
•  3-hourly cycling, conventional obs + AMVs"
•  50 members, localization with 700-km radius"



Larger Domain, Multiple Radars (cont.)"

•  Also 3-km domain, for 6 cases"
•  3-min cycling for 20 cycles; ICs from 15 km"
•  50 members, localization with 24-km radius"



Larger Domain, Multiple Radars (cont.)"

•  Assimilate radial velocity and “clear air” obs"
•  Additive noise where observed Z is large"



30#

Folded&Doppler&velocity& ‘Clear&air’&reflec4vity&

ASSIMILATED& ADDITIVE&NOISE&&uses&

Radar&reflec4vity&

Obs&assimilated:&~20k&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&~40k&
Every&3&min&

Localiza4on&half&radius:&12/6&km&H/V&
ClearSair&obs&suppress&convec4on&&
where&no&precip&is&observed&

Sample of assimilated radar observations:  
KCYS, KDDC, KFTG, KGLD, KLNX, KPUX 



Why Not Assimilate Reflectivity?"

More tricky than radial velocity"
–  Model microphysics are far from perfect"
–  Forward operator is strongly nonlinear and also less accurate than that for radial vel."
–  May suffer from bias owing to radar calibration"

"
Evidence that EnKF extrapolates bias in Z into low-level temperature"
(Dowell et al. 2011 MWR)"



Some Successes"

 In all cases, smooth transition from analysis to forecast"

00:00 UTC 12 June 2009" 00:30 UTC" 01:00 UTC" 01:30 UTC"

Ens mem 4"
max updraft"

KPUX radar"
reflectivity"



Some Successes (cont.)"

Mostly improved 30-min f/c of severe convection with radar DA"

Probability of helicity > 75 m2 s-2 (0-6 h, shading), severe storm reports (symbols)"

With radar DA" No radar DA"



Some Problems"

Return of spurious convection"

Observed reflectivity,"
12 June 2009"

Member 1 reflectivity"

00 Z" 01 Z"



Some Problems"

Events not present in ensemble"

Observed 6-h precipitation, 21-03Z 13 June "

Precip, members 1-6"



Larger Domain, Multiple Radars (cont.)"

We know that convection is modulated by meso- and larger-scale 
conditions"

"
Hypothesis: Errors at mesoscale are large enough, and convection is 

sufficiently sensitive to those errors, to be the primary limit on 
convective-scale NWP."

"
(see, e.g. Crook 1996)"
"
(These mesoscale errors can not easily be corrected by radar 

observations, using present DA techniques.)"
"



Interaction of Errors Across Scales"

What can be said about influence of large-scale errors on small-scale 
errors?"

Consider Lorenz (1969) model for predictability of turbulence"

"



A Model for Predictability of Turbulence

Lorenz, E. N., 1969: The predictability of a flow which possesses

many scales of motion. Tellus, 21, 289-307.

Begin from equations for 2D non-divergent flow

. flow conserves vertical vorticity:

⇣̄t + J( ̄, ⇣̄) = 0, r2 ̄ = ⇣̄

. linearize error evolution about the reference solution

⇣ 0t + J( ̄, ⇣ 0) + J( 0, ⇣̄) = 0

. Fourier transform yields evolution eqns for Fourier coe↵s

. evolution eqn for error variance, with expectation over ensemble of

errors and of reference states

1



Lorenz (1969) model (cont.)

Assume homogeneity and isotropy

. reference solution and errors depend only on K, the wavenumber

magnitude

Evolution equation for error energy

. write error variance in terms of e(K), the error energy spectrum, and

let zk be error energy, integrated over kth octave,

zk =

Z 2k

2k�1
e(K) dK

. evolution equation:

d2zk
dt2

=
X

l

Cklzl

. Ckl depends on E(K), specified energy spectrum of reference

solutions

2



Error-Growth Regimes in 2D Turbulence

. E(K) / K�5/3
: errors grow most rapidly at small scales (analog for

flows with moist convection)

. E(K) / K�3
: dynamics similar to large-scale atmospheric flow; most

rapidly growing errors peak at large scales
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Error-Growth Regimes (cont.)

. Ckl di↵ers between regimes mainly for l small and k large

. this di↵erence in Ckl causes di↵ering error-growth behavior

. corresponds to large-scale error interacting with small scales in

reference solution to generate small scale error (Rotunno and Snyder,

2008 JAS)
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Improving Mesoscale Analyses"

Spring real-time experiments as testbed for improving mesoscale"
–  Cycled DA for spring 2011-13 (2-3 months)"
–  Large 15-km North American domain"
–  Conventional obs + satellite winds + GPS, no radiances"

Evaluate quality based on high-resolution forecass"
–  Daily 3-km ‘convection permitting’’ forecasts from 15-km analyses in 2011, 2012"
–  30-member ensemble in 2013"
–  Support field programs (VORTEX2, DC3, MPEX), for feedback on forecast quality"

"



(a) KAF (b) YSU (c) TIE

(d) MOR (e) GFS (f ) OBS

2011 Results"

Substantial room for improvement in 3-km forecasts"
–  Obvious mesoscale errors by 24 h"
–  Forecasts clearly worse than “cold starts” from NCEP global analysis"

(a) KAF (b) YSU (c) TIE

(d) MOR (e) GFS (f ) OBS24-h forecast, max reflectivity" observed max reflectivity"

Romine et al., 2012, Mon. Wea. Rev. !



2011 Results (cont.)"

Real-time system employed Kain-Fritsch convective parameterization "
–  KF leads to substantial bias below 400 hPa, evident in 6-h fits to radiosondes"

(a)

Sonde T

Romine et al., 2012, Mon. Wea. Rev. !
(see also Torn and Davis, 2012, Mon. Wea. Rev.)"
"



2012 Results"

Switch from KF to Tiedtke for convective parameterization"
– Huge reduction in bias"

6-h forecast fit to radiosonde T"



2012 Results (cont.)"

Reduced bias leads to dramatic forecast improvement"
–  Note “multiplier” effect of better model in cycled DA/forecast system – little change in 

cold-start forecasts"

2011 2012

WRF-DART IC
GFS IC

Fractions skill score for precipitation vs. NCEP Stage IV analysis"



Bias is not gone!"

Area-averaged model precip and stage-IV analyses"



Accounting for Model Error"

Forecast step of EnKF should account for forecast-model error"
"
Some options:"
1.  Multi-physics.  Use different set of parameterizations for each member"
2.  Multi-parameter. Vary uncertain “constants” within parameterizations"
3.  Multi-model"
4.  Additive noise during model integration"
5.  Additive noise following model integration"
6.  Multiplicative noise during model integration"
7.  Covariance inflation"
"
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Accounting for Model Error (cont.)"

Multi-physics"
–   10 distinct sets of physics"
–  Vary PBL, convection, microphysics, radiation and land-surface schemes"
–  Relatively easy with WRF"
–  See Hacker et al. (2011, Tellus)"

Additive noise during model integration "
–  Also know as Stochastic Kinetic Energy Backscatter Scheme (SKEBS) or stochastic 
physics (SP)"
–  Spatially correlated noise added to wind and temperature tendencies at each time step"
–  See Berner et al. (2011, MWR); tuning based on 12-24 h ensemble forecasts"

"
Adaptive covariance inflation"

–  After forecast, inflate deviation of each member from the mean"
–  Adjust inflation factor so that ensemble approximates mean squared innovation variance 
over recent cycles; estimate separately for each state variable at each grid point"
–  See Anderson (2009, Tellus)"

"



Accounting for Model Error (cont.)"

Test for 1-month cycling DA"
–  45-km outer domain with 15-km nest over much of US"
–  Conventional obs, 3-h cycling"
–  All experiments use adaptive inflation"
"

"
Ensemble spread, T2 (K), 8 June 2008 "



Accounting for Model Error (cont.)"

Both stochastic physics and multi-physics are beneficial"
–  Improved agreement between spread and rms innovations"
–  Benefits throughout troposphere and extending for > 1 d in forecasts"

"
Schemes are broadly comparable"

"



Accounting for Model Error (cont.)"

3-h forecast differences from "
sonde T!
!
Control (adaptive inflation)"
Multi-physics"
Stochastic physics"
"



Accounting for Model Error (cont.)"

RMS differences from RUC "
analysis, 500 hPa T"
!
Control (adaptive inflation)"
Multi-physics"
Stochastic physics"
"



Summary"

Radar DA to initialize individual convective storms is feasible and effective"
"
Error at larger scales is (the?) limiting factor"

–  Fundamental role of large-scale errors in rapid growth of small-scale errors"
–  Model bias, at least in WRF, is substantial contributor"
–  Cycling DA is strong test of model—reveals bias"
–  Use of more obs and better use of existing obs"

Representation of model error within forecast step"
–  Still early phase; many ideas remain to be tested"
–  With limited resources, invest in better forecast model, while tolerating simple    

model-error model?"





Cases (Aksoy et al. 2009, 2010) "

Chosen based on:"
–  Diversity of convective behavior"
–  Availability of nearby sounding"
–  Isolated storms, suitable for small domain"

"
"

Storm type" Date" Location (radar)"
Supercell" 11 April 2005" Oklahoma (KTLX)"

Line, bow echo" 15 June 2002" Kansas (KGLD)"

Multicell" 8 May 2005" Oklahoma (KTLX)"



Ensemble Initialization"

ICs include random temperature perturbations"
–  Restricted to neighborhood of first echoes to be assimilated"

"
Uncertainty in sounding/environment"

–  (u,v) sounding for each member includes noise in three gravest vertical modes, with 
variance 2 m/s in each mode"

–  At present, not perturbing T or moisture"



Obs-Minus-Forecast Statistics (wind)"

RMS: 3-6 m/s for background forecasts; area mean (bias): ~ 1 m/s"
"



Evolution of Updraft"

Does convection evolve smoothly from analysis to forecast?"
–  Supercell decays in forecast"
–  For convective line, forecast ~ steady state"
–  For multicell, convection intensifies and additional cells form"

Aksoy et al., 2010: Mon. Wea. Rev."



DART modifications and key tools (~v.4369): 
Dewpoint for all moist obs, LH humidity errors, reduced 

obs errors for surface obs 
Additive noise (u,v,T,Td) where high refl observed (Dowell 

and Wicker, 2009) 
Fall velocity and reflectivity calculated within microphysics 

and passed to DART 
Dopplerfold version of filter 
Updated ensemble manager (reduces runtime) 
 
WRF model (v3.1.1) enhancements: 
Thompson microphysics (v3.2) w/ added reflectivity and 

fall velocity diagnostics (bug corrected) 
Inline NSSL severe weather diagnostics (e.g. every time 

step max updraft helicity, reflectivity, surface winds, 
updraft, downdraft) 

Cavallo RRTM patch (corrects lw radiation problems at 
model top) 

Output diabatic heating, no interior “w” updates on restart 
 

57 

System specifications!



DART 
– 50 members, EAKF, adaptive prior inflation & 

localization (AL) 
–  localization ~320/350 [km/mb] H/V halfwidth, 

AL - 1600 obs; 12/6 [km] H/V for radar 
observations 

– Continuous cycling (3-hourly) on mesoscale 
– Configuration adapted from Ryan Torn’s RTA 

system 

WRF 
– ESRL’s HRRR-like configuration 

•  Physics: KF, Thompson, Noah, Dudhia sw, RRTM lw, MYJ 

– Grids 369x297 / 301x301  x51 
 

System configuration!

58 
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Datasets: 
# Mesoscale: conventional observations- 
radiosonde, surface, ACARS, satellite track 
cloud winds, buoy 
# Stormscale: WSR-88D radial velocity and “no 
precip” reflectivity:  KFTG, KCYS, KPUX, KDDC, 
KGLD, KLNX 
# Sources: MADIS, NCEP reanalysis, HDSS 
 
Radar processing: 
# Using objective analysis tools built by David 
Dowell 
# Accommodating super-res (FORAY), simple 
clutter filter, improved mapping for meshing 
observations from multiple radars 
# 6km res Doppler velocity, 12 km res “no 
precip” (Aksoy et al. 2009) reflectivity on 
sweep plane!

Observations!



Storm-scale forecasts!

• &&Mesoscale&analysis&cycled&con4nuously&12Z&31&May&–&00Z&18&June&
• &&Mesoscale&forecast&from&analysis&at&S3&hrs&to&+6&hrs&
• &&Run&ndown&for&stormSscale&IC/BC&at&2&hr&mesoscale&forecast&4me&&
• &&Assimilate&radar&every&3&min&for&1&hour&(21&cycles)&&

60 

t0"

t0" +6"

Storm-scale ensemble forecast"

-3"

-1"

Mesoscale ensemble forecast"



11-12 June 2009 
 
 

verification for all 
Doppler-velocity 

obs 
 
 

 verification for 
Doppler-velocity 

obs in precipitation 
(refl. > 15 dBZ) 

Radial velocity verif. analysis & forecasts– storm-scale domain 
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